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52
MINUTES
PER DAY
TIME SPENT
CLEANING
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If last
night’s lasagna is caked
onto your bakeware,
pour a can of Coca-Cola into
the dish, leave for a few hours
or overnight, then rinse and
clean as usual. Ingredients in
the fizzy drink break up the
baked-on grease.
B A K E WA R E

Michael Silva-Nash, house cleaner
at Molly Maid of Greater Little
Rock, Arkansas
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L AU N D RY S TA I N S

To get marker stains
out of your kid’s
clothes, squirt a few drops of
dish soap into a spray bottle
and fill the rest with water.
Then shake the bottle, spritz
onto the blotch, and gently
rub in before tossing into the
washing machine. The soap
helps lift oil-based coloring
stains as well as grease
splatters from cooking.
Damian Sanchez, director of
operations at Mulberrys Garment
Care in St. Paul
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Clean Faster

No wonder you need a spa day: Research shows that women
spend approximately six hours each week doing housework.
That’s a lot of sweeping, scrubbing, and sanitizing! Win
back your time and get rid of the grime with these tips from
Latino cleaning pros across the country. BY R A C H E L M O R R I S
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WAT E R R I N G S Give
your coffee table some
TLC and say so long
to water rings, with the help
of a hair dryer. Simply set the
device to high and move it
back and forth over the ring
until the blemish disappears.
The heat helps the trapped
moisture evaporate. Follow
up with a dab of olive or
mineral oil to recondition
the table’s wooden surface.
Jonathan Tavarez, CEO of PRO
Housekeepers in Miami, Tampa,
and West Palm Beach
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O D O R S Skip the
aerosol room sprays
and instead freshen as
you clean by squirting a few
drops of lemon essential oil into
your vacuum’s filter to release
the scent as you go around.
Alternatively, use the essential
oil to remove grease stains
from the stovetop, backsplash,
or kitchen counters (put a few
drops onto a wet microfiber
cloth, and rub). Your kitchen
will smell like spring.
Aziza Hana, office manager at
10BucksARoom.com professional
cleaning company in East
Brunswick, New Jersey
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M I L D E W Waste no
more time scrubbing
mildew off your
plastic shower curtains.
Instead, run them through a
warm laundry cycle with a
few old towels. The scrubbing
action of the towels helps
remove buildup from the
curtains so that they come
out as good as new.
Luis Pino, president of Natura
Clean cleaning service in
Middleton, Wisconsin

KITCHEN: ROWENA TAYLOR/STOCKSY. STILLS: PETER ARDITO.
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NOOKS AND
C R A N N I E S If your
vacuum attachments
are MIA but you don’t
want to clean out dusty
corners with a brush
and dustpan, then stick
an empty toilet-paper
roll onto the end of the
vacuum hose. The
flexible cardboard roll
easily gets into those
hard-to-reach spaces.
Sisters Paola and Karla Celis,
YouTube vloggers and lifestyle
experts for Scott Brand, in
San Diego
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CLEAN
TEAM
•

THESE SMART TOOLS
MAKE TIDYING UP QUICK
AND (ALMOST) FUN.

VA N IT Y S I N K S Keep a washcloth at the

bathroom vanity to quickly wipe away sink
splatters after washing your hands and brushing
your teeth. This will prevent the drips from
turning into unsightly water spots. (Make sure
to get the mirror too.) It takes only a few
seconds and cuts down on cleaning time in the
long run. Just make sure the rest of the family
knows the cloth is not for hands or faces.
Yamilette Platero, lifestyle blogger at
TheLatinaNextDoor.com, in Atlanta
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FA N B L A D E S

For spotless ceiling
fans, spray the interior
of a pillowcase with a
multisurface cleaner. Slip
the pillowcase onto one
of the fan’s blades and wipe,
trapping the grime in the
case. Repeat with the other
blades. The simple technique
stops dust from falling onto
the floor or furniture so that
you don’t end up with one
more task on your to-do list.

Jessica Alba, founder of The
Honest Company, maker of the
new Honest Cleaning Collection,
in Los Angeles
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M I C R O WAV E

To erase stubborn,
stuck-on microwave
messes, wet a dishcloth
thoroughly and zap it for
30 seconds. The released
steam helps dislodge food,
and a wipe with the warmed

towel afterward removes
it completely. Be sure to
handle the hot cloth
carefully to prevent burns!

Pure Clean’s Smart
Robotic Vacuum Cleaner
works on hardwood,
linoleum, tile, and most
carpets. Set it and forget
it while you tackle the
rest of your home.
$85; amazon.com

Armando Ascencion, franchise
owner of an Office Pride
commercial-cleaning location in
Indianapolis
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BLINDS

Plastic and vinyl
kitchen blinds
can get sticky from buildup,
but cleaning them blind-byblind isn’t efficient. Instead,
fill the bathtub with hot
water and add a few squirts
of a cleaning product that
cuts through grease. Then
soak the blinds for an hour.
The chemicals remove the
gunk, no wiping needed. To
dry, simply drape over the
shower-curtain rod.

Honest Company’s
Multi-Surface Cleaner’s
plant-derived formula
goes from bathroom to
bedroom. The Lavender
Field scent may even
inspire you to take a nap
between chores.
$4; honest.com

Limarys Ortiz, director of
housekeeping at the Omni Parker
House in Boston

QUICK TIP
C ARRY A TOTE BAG TO COLLEC T MISPL ACED CLUT TER WHILE
CLEANING . AS YOU MOVE FROM ROOM TO ROOM, DROP
OFF BOOKS, CLOTHES, AND TOYS IN THEIR PROPER PL ACES.

Who has the patience
to pick up a million Lego
pieces? The Toydozer
scoops up teeny toy
bits all at once.
$19; thegrommet.com
—LESLIE CORONA

